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The Smoke range of deep divers are designed to mimick 

bait fish with the highly realistic bait fish profile and  

swimming action. Now featuring a loose towpoint  this 

ensures perfectly straight swimming every cast. Ultra 

sharp and tough BKK hooks for maximum hook up rates. 

Super realistic range of Aussie native colours.  

SpecificATioNS: Length Weight Hook Diving Depth

Smoke 65 65mm  17g  #4  4 metres    
Smoke 80 80mm  24g #2 5 metres    

Smoke

Bronze craw - Bc Duck - DK

purple Beast - pB

Red fin - Rf

Black frog - Bf 

Murray cod - Mc

Goldescent - Go

Ghost Minnow - GHpurple Beast - pB Black frog - Bf

Duck - DKMurray cod - Mc Red fin - Rf

Goldescent - G0

Ghost Minnow - GH purpetrator - pT
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The Dyno 90 is a classic deep diver proving itself on large Murray cod 

time and time again. featuring our patented LeD technology which is 

particularly effective in dirty water and low light conditions. 

A through wire and ultra tough 4X BKK hooks ensures that when you 

a hook a big cod that you have the hardware to land it. The wide bib 

provides an enticing slow side to side roll, in addition this bib makes 

the lure easy to work through structure.

dyno

SpecificATioNS: Length Weight Hook Diving Depth
Dyno 90                                90mm                  32g            #1/0              6 metres     
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Smoke 80

Smoke 65
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Murray cod - Mccockatoo - co Duck - DK Goldescent - Go purple Beast - pBLizard - LZ

Red fin - Rf cockatoo - co Murray cod - Mc purple Beast - pB Black frog- Bf Throbber - THLizard - LZ Duck - DKGoldescent - Go

The design of the lure inspired the Hunchback name, as the tail of lure 

hunches around and down to allow the rear point of the lure to sit below the 

surface which is why the lure has incredibly good hook up rates. packed full of 

features the Hunchback surface crawlers have a killer action plus our famous 

LeD technology, and a loud internal rattle. 

Storing a good sized surface lure into your tackle box has never been easier 

with the clip off bib. Ultra sharp BKK hooks ensure you’re maximizing your 

hook up rates, 3X strength keeps large fish connected. Now with a new range 

of highly realistic Australian native colours.

HUnCHBACK

SpecificATioNS:     Length      Weight     Hook   

Hunchback 60           60mm          14g           #8     

Hunchback 90           90mm           28g        #1/0    
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The Balista Tremor is an Australian creation designed for one 

purpose, to catch big Murray cod. 200mm in length the Tremor 

has a 3 piece jointed body which provides a realistic action and 

comes with 3 interchangeable bibs with completely different 

actions - surface crawling,  surface wakebait and diving swim 

bait. featuring advanced electronics with a rechargeable battery, 

Balista’s trademark LeD technology and a looped vibrating motor, 

a combination that entices the most aggressive reaction bites.

SpecificATioNS: Length Weight Hook Diving Depth

Tremor 200mm  98g #1/0  2 metres    

TREMoR 



SpecificATioNS: Length Weight Hook          Sink Rate per metre 
Juggernaut 65 65mm 17g #6             3 seconds           
Juggernaut 90 90mm  28g #2             2 seconds           

The Juggernaut lipless crankbait series are Aussie classics whether you’re 

casting rocky banks for Golden perch, fishing rivers for Murray cod  to 

working a weedbed for Barramundi. 

Both models are balanced beautifully allowing the lure to sink in a realistic 

manner increasing strike rates plus have a great action. They work a treat 

by rippin’ or slow rolling the lure to strike. you’ll discover how the inbuilt 

LeD technology can generate strikes when nothing else is working.

JUggERnAUT

Rainbow Trout - RTGolden Guts - GG Hybrid Green - HGpurpetrator - pT After Dark - AD Glimmer pink - Gp Brown Trout - BNGhost Minnow - GH

Golden Guts - GG Silver Bullet - SBpurpetrator - pTHybrid Green - HGBronze craw - BcBlack frog - Bf Ghost Minnow - GHpurple Beast - pB Black Glass - BG
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Balista Lures Australia

P: 1300 334 741    

E: sales@balista.com.au
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SpecificATioNS: Length Weight Hook Diving Depth

Trance 50mm  5.7g  #8  2 metres    

TRAnCE
TRoUT | GoLDeN peRcH | BASS

The swimming action on the Trance is intense and true. The 

buoyancy is just above neutral making it ideal to crank down 

next to structure to pause.

Developing our LeD technology to fit into a lure this small was 

a massive challenge, there is nothing like the Trance in its size. 

The ultimate strike maker and a must have tournament lure.

Juggernaut 90

Juggernaut 65


